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Werrrlll, who would have thunk it, reprobate scallywag from Liverpool, written off by many as 

one to fail, becoming a globally established radio show host. As the song Stargazer says, nine years 

worth of breakin' my back, many sacrifices of people, time and my lifestyle has since unfolded, 

but above all, this is what I wanted to do from a young age. This world never makes sense, and 

was not designed to. On July 31st with some coercion from Sunfire and Tanaath at the time, I was 

kind of pushed into becoming the radio show host for the newly established Cosmic Voice show 

with Drake Bailey of all people. This goes back to a long weekend in September 2011 at the Awake 

and Aware Conference in Irvine, California. Having watched the who’s who of alt media over 4 

days, I find myself arguing in my own head. Between wanting to get up on stage, and the little me 

going, you don’t speak well, you mumble, talk too quietly and have a funny non-American accent! 

It wasn’t my knowledge I was frightened of, it was just me and my speaking abilities, so I came 

away thinking I could write a book called A dummies guide to ET’s. I plotted it all out and it was 

developing nicely, when this old guy appeared on the David Wilcock show called Drake, speaking 

of mass arrests, debt elimination, removal of the cabal etc and it piqued my interest. I joined the 

Facebook group, despite my strong aversion to FB, and things developed from there. I quickly 

built up a following within the group, as people were seeking my opinions on several items, this 

must have got me noticed by the team then, Drake, Denise and Gramy J. The shows were ok but a 

bit repetitive, until suddenly a person comes on called Tanaath on May 1st 2013, I decided to do a 

transcript of that show and add some bits to it. On May 24th 2013 I was offered an admin job with 

Cosmic Voice, and suddenly I was in the inside club, so to speak. On May 29th Tanaath came on 

again only this time with Sunfire, who I know as Tanah. But there was another inside club behind 

Cosmic Voice I was rushed into. This involved the ET and soul development personal abilities 

side of things. And so the inevitable happened and the Universal Voice started arguing with each 

other, and despite trying to be the peace maker, it broke up and Cosmic Voice was birthed. July 

31st was to be my first show, to introduce Drake, play the music and ask the questions, but people 

said they couldn’t hear me too well, which was part me and part the studio issue. Less than 3 weeks 

later another major event unfolded, the end of my 32 year marriage, as the ex wife didn’t like the 

idea of me becoming a show host, and felt I was going above my station per se. In September I got 

to engage someone who had been helping with the transcripts and questions a bit more, to my 

shock at the time, that person took a personal interest in me, despite being nine years younger. I 

said at the time no, as going through divorce and maybe ask again in 2014, but developments 

within my family late September changed my mind completely and I flew to Vancouver in the 

October and met her, that person was Chloe. Chloe moved to Florida with me in the February 

2014. My confidence of doing the shows began to rise and I felt part of it. Drake introduced Neil 

Keenan and I didn’t trust him too well, so much so I told Drake in October 2013 to be wary of 

him. But I had to stay quiet and present a public image, which has never suited me well. There 

were many highlights and lowlights within the almost 3 years of doing Cosmic Voice. In 

September of that year I appointed two admins, as I was also responsible for running the Facebook 

page, those two are still with me to this day, James Godbeer and Holly Peterson. There was a 
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number of other questionable characters who came on that show, and a number who did come on 

and did not want to speak with Drake. Before the end of 2013 went out, another backstage bust up 

saw Tanaath and Sunfire disappear. We muddled through and in June 2014 I was confident enough 

to do my first must listen to show, called the Future choice of Humanity. Around this time I met a 

guy called Shane, an unknown person then, who had done a cryptic blog to help the program 

members. This came around the time of the alt media roadshow of Wilcock and Corey Goode and 

the Blue chickens bs. I went and outed there was no blue avian ET’s and exposed them both as 

frauds, Shane then supplied me with more evidence as he was Wilcock’s insider at the time, called 

Harry. Shane went onto become The Ruiner and delivered a couple of belting shows with me, in 

particular the 2nd must listen to show, whereby we outed the real top order of the control structure. 

The reptile Draco, the Human 1.0 the Parents, the Covens and the 4th layer of the system known 

as the cabal or the Illuminati. Unbeknown at that time to most, I was aware the Illuminati didn’t 

exist anymore and was replaced by factions, which I presented as the 3rd must listen to show in the 

November 2015. Those two shows rattled the corridors of power more than many realize, and still 

do to this day, including a person high in the banking field. The latter one was my last at Cosmic 

Voice. 2015 came and went and signaled the end of much of the hidden work I was involved with, 

sometimes with Shane, but more times than not it was a single pursuit. My confidence in myself 

rose a lot between 2013 and 2015 and sought to teach other people how to acquire these latent but 

hidden skills. Shane came and went, but Keenan and his alcoholic buddies were still twittering in 

the background. 

 

 In came 2016 and a call that changed things on many levels from Shane and a person who was 

unknown at that time, Kim Goguen. I engaged her for a whole long weekend with many hours of 

conversation, and to be fair much proof was made available to me. In the interview I was asked a 

range of questions on my beliefs and standing, and was also asked if you were the Trustee, what 

would you do with the funds. Answer 1 was to make sure the world had the 5 basics in life first, 

and then use the Trust funds in a way where it ends the use of money globally. That got a big 

approval and I was offered a fairly prestigious title, which I have never revealed to the public, and 

still won’t. I am not impressed by titles but it was a big call to make. 

 

P2 Before I accepted I asked Kim a question and made a statement. The statement was never to 

force or coerce me of going against my morals or principles, or that goes against the people, and 

the question was, can you facilitate what I want to do? First to smash the old system and secondly 

to build a new one in our image, not theirs, the answer was an emphatic yes. And so we began a 

very positive and profitable working relationship, by profitable I don’t mean money. I never even 

asked for a salary, I just wanted to do the work, but Kim says ok start off on $50K a year, when 

the funds are released. My relationship with Kim caused much angst, Drake felt he was destined 

for that job and I took his place, wrong. Drake was given an opportunity with the Trust at my 

request, the trust were reluctant to have him on board, but Drake blew it spectacularly, so that 

ended that. In March 2016 I was given access to a Government document just sent by the “Chinese 

Elders”, that was essentially threatening to shut down the banks and the country. That was averted 
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and then on May 4th, the force was with me and my opportunity to expose Neil Keenan was 

presented and I took it. Keenan read out the very same March document threatening the 

Government and was making demands on America, that was enough for me, and an opportunity I 

had waited for since October 2013. I launched into Keenan and exposed him and his handlers out 

of the CIA, but typical of Neil he wouldn’t shut up and was making up lies about me. Drake 

supported me initially on that, and then did his usual flip flopping and went with Neil. I did another 

show with Drake, it was to be my last, I knew it would be, and following it Drake, Chambers, 

Keenan, Montgomery and none other than David Wilcock arranged a meeting late Thursday and 

Friday morning to discuss how to get rid of me. I had told Kim the previous week it may be time 

to do my own show, she asked me to hold on until August. On Sunday the 12th I turned on FB only 

to find me and all the admins were fired and that was that. I asked Drake what was going on and 

he said he had to do it, but then said you can still do the show, my reply was no, as my position is 

untenable. So, I intended to take a break and take stock and then plan for something later, but the 

overwhelming support I received from the members kind of left me with no choice, but to create 

my own show. So, many told me they only listen when I spoke it was a big surprise given it was 

Drake’s show. I then pondered quickly on what it should be named, and almost instantly it came 

to, truth, honor and integrity, which is something Drake and Co. did not exhibit. At this time I was 

tasked to launch what is known now as The Peoples Club, although I don’t think many members 

really understood the importance of it until late 2020. Neil carried on his tirade, but I was armed 

with many hammers of truth and threw them every time he spoke badly of me or THI. Neil and his 

handlers were being badly exposed now, and so they sent the CIA assassin over to shut him up, 

his name? Robert David Steele. By July that had died down far quicker than I imagined and Neil 

was suddenly apologizing for his lies. But one month later came another bombshell as, Shane then 

decides after endorsing her 3 times, that he no longer trusts Kim, and Chloe went along with him 

and left. That was the first time Shane interfered with my relationship with Chloe, it wasn’t to be 

the last, at much great cost to Chloe herself. I gained Kim’s trust which is not easy to do, and 

together we did some extraordinary work together, some of which is in the epic scale. In July 2017 

I took my first show vacation and went to Utah, Kim asked us to meet her in Colorado, and so we 

drove down and met her, all along the way begging Chloe to not spoil anything. Within 15 minutes 

of meeting Chloe snapped at Kim after I was asked to accept an even higher title that Kim was 

tasked to relay to me, I accepted and Chloe went nuts. Kim no longer wanted her involved in 

anything, she blew it. Chloe then left again for a second time and Kim and I continued to wreak 

havoc against clowns and certain other non- human brethren. Kim at this stage also appointed me 

the second highest security clearance on the planet after her, again I never announced that either. 

That time was extraordinary on so many levels, so many extraordinary things happening and most 

of it never made the show. The show meanwhile took another leap and in came the Levashov 

material, just after the UPU show. This brought greater understanding to us all and after the 2 

illuminati shows, I launched something that would become very popular, it was called From Russia 

with Love. Originally it was meant for a 3 or 4 part series, but it morphed into something quite 

spectacular that has given many of you a massive understanding of real life, not the lies and 

illusions presented to us. That series now stands at 27 episodes, and ultimately it turned into a 
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book, more on that later. Many other big shows appeared on the Must Listen to series prior to May 

4th 2016, yes that date again only 4 years later. But the big leap was around the corner. We also 

created what was known as the THI state and country groups, which despite early egos started to 

develop nicely, until someone in the background started harvesting all our ideas and making up 

lies about me and moving members out of the groups. Two were involved in that, Team Bubba 

and Tank, the latter of which was revealed to me by one of the people he sent to do it. But we had 

35 states and around 30-40 countries globally doing quite well at the time, as people took on board 

the fact that only we can fix things. 

 

P3 In November 2018 I pulled a clever stunt on you all, you asked to end the Q&A section on the 

show and I did, but I reversed it and asked you all the questions instead! What this did is, it made 

you all think for yourselves, the answer is not the destination, the journey of discovery and 

understanding is the way forward, aint that right Marnie? In February 2020 came the start of the 

betrayals, people I had helped enormously all suddenly disappeared one by one. First Shane was 

sent back into the alt media to attack Kim, I defended her again as I always did, I was the firewall, 

but Shane and then Randy Maugans and Jimi Brent got involved, and that ended the relationship 

with them. In March Chloe left for the final time to create havoc in Mexico and Canada within the 

first month, including removing stuff off my computer to pass to Shane. I just got over that and 

then came May 4th again, and this time it was Kim herself losing the plot, there was no argument 

Kim went on a rant against all men and decided that I was just as bad as them all. This despite me 

saving her life 3 times, funding her daughter, boyfriend and his son and most of all her to the tune 

of a $1K a month, just dismissed like last week’s trash. Many thought I was finished, I guess they 

were wrong again. With the extra time I had not looking after her virtually 24/7 I launched into 

doing an increase in the must listen to shows. But with Kim gone you would think the betrayals 

would have ended, sadly no, take a bow Alan James and his Masonic friend Liam Torrance. So, 

now I was not in contact with any of the alt media and was all alone, that suited me more than they 

realized. My departure wasn’t the last in her life in the last 2 years either, virtually everyone close 

to her is now discarded. I have seen some fall in life, but none as spectacular as hers, her looks, 

her standing and her reputation ruined, just as the clowns wanted, all because she couldn’t hold 

her hand up and say I made a mistake, a painful lesson for her and a warning to us all in many 

ways. But with Kim gone I raised the anti via work, myself and my voice, I also raised my 

masculinity side after having been in the more feminine role to balance Kim. Since then we did 12 

more must listen to shows in 2020, 15 in 2021 and 8 so far this year. In June 2020 I made the first 

of my ventures away from the area and began to meet up with members in Arizona, which brought 

a nice close relationship with them. In November of 2020 I got another of my downloads to prepare 

for something on April 1st 2021. This was the announcement of the end of the now bedraggled THI 

state and country groups courtesy of Kim, Alan, Liam and Tank and the launching of the 

Communal Gatherings which has been a great success since, with much more to come. I also 

announced a TPC village in the making in New Mexico was has since flourished into something 

tangible, indeed I should be moving there within the next week or so. In May 2021 I visited TPC 

Texas and had a wonderful time, THI Utah and California followed in the July of that year. I have 
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had several visits since by members since and one decided to stay, with much damage to his brain 

particularly in the mornings, and loved meeting you all. And then we had the ultimate trip in May 

this year, that will never be forgotten by those who attended, a wonderous four days of discovery 

and a tiny bit of ruining. 

 

Many of you have favorite Tommyism’s General ones: Get a new script, rank stupidity, Listen 

closely, spies, indeed, jackasses, dangling carrots, 2 weeekkss, Well I never, time always tells, butt 

plug science. triggers Humorous retorts: clowns, yeah right, turn it in, pull the other one it’s got 

balls on, utter bollox, erm that’ll be a no, What in the name of Satan‘s portion. Clown name 

changes: World Horror Organization, Never A Straight Answer, Clown News Network, Buggering 

British Children, Cats In America, Cat-holic, Wells the Fargo, Shittybank. Name changes: 

Netanyahu – nuttyarsehole, Zuckerberg with a silent F, I’m a dinner jacket, Mormons with a silent 

second M, Pelosi is an anagram of lie POS, Hitlery, Ann Droid, mask man, IS RA El, EL-ites. The 

learning ones: How can you be an illegal alien on your own planet? oh dear, does anyone ever ask 

why? does this make any sense? If it doesn't make sense, it's a program, the truth never fears 

investigation, What did you see? What didn't you see? You cant see the forest for the trrrees has 

changed to there was no forest to begin with. I didn’t come here to play the game, I came here to 

change it. Personal ones: you cannot speak butterfly language to caterpillar people, never put 

anyone above your own heart, Classic ones: Oops and the more familiar retort to people who have 

met me, who me? Yes Rochelle? The biggest classic was Well? You’re all gonna die. The classic 

that was often repeated – it failed. I will leave the last one to Rochelle, Thomas you have ruined 

everything. Many people to thank in fact too many, even the ones who left us, so I wish to thank 

you all for listening, working, donating, loaning and supporting me more than I could have 

imagined back in May 2016. We have much to celebrate of what we have achieved together, it was 

never just about me, without you all I am just a talking head, well almost anyway. I made a 

commitment to support all the people who want to act and be in the right way, I have not and will 

not waiver from that, I cant be bought, sold or swayed from that endeavor, and we will see it 

through past the end of the movie. I started off THI with the line I am going to tell you what you 

need to hear, not what you want to hear, and the second part became a later me, we are going to 

learn to think and act different. Accolades are not what brings me joy, it is seeing you all progress 

that keeps me going. And after May 2022 The covenant has been broken, so we end on another 

line from our shows, what happens next? 

 

 

 

 


